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apart from transfers works out at £7000 million and transfers
come to £500 million, the money income that represents real
income is £7000 million, not £7500 million. Under the British
Income Tax Law, however, the whole £7500 million is assess-
able to tax ; so that what is struck is not merely real income
— social income as it is usually called — but this plus some-
thing else besides. To this extent the income of our Income
Tax commissioners is a hybrid and illogical concept.1 With
this cautionary observation I leave the problem of definition.
§ 7. It is plain that no income tax could impose equal
sacrifice upon all taxpayers if the amount of tax to be paid
by each of them depended merely upon the size of his income
without regard to other elements in his economic situation.
For equality of sacrifice taxation must be adjusted, not merely
to the various amounts of income received by persons whose
incidental circumstances are similar, but also to the various
incidental circumstances of persons in receipt of equal incomes.
This is a well-worn topic, and I shall content myself with a
very summary discussion of it.2
§ 8. Imagine three men, each with an income of £1000,
but one a bachelor, another a married man without children
whose wife has no income, and another a married man with
two children whose wife and children have no income. It is
evident that equal sacrifice will not be imposed if these three
men are taxed to an equal extent. More generally, since
equal incomes, each legally belonging to a single owner, often
have to support different numbers of people, allowance must
somehow be made for that fact in any income-tax scheme
which aims at equal sacrifice. Ideally, of course, the scale
of the allowance should be related to many other conditions
besides the mere size of the family. " It is manifestly absurd
to assume that a family with four daughters in high school
or college can live as well on the same income as can a family
with four children under 10 years of age.3'3 Practically,
1	The British income tax violates the condition of a true income tax in
two further matters.    First, terminable annuities are treated as taxable
income without deduction being made of that part of them which constitutes
repayment of capital.   Secondly, that part of income which is saved through
insurance  premiums is — within  certain limits — not treated  as  taxable
income.
2	Cf. my article on " The Report of the Koyal Commission on the Income
Tax " in Essays in Applied Economics.
* King, Journal of Political Economy, vol. xxix, p. 583.

